
If you walk into the sanctuary and hear the sound of crows, it is because Carl
Goodwin-Moore thought it was appropriate after this sermon and somehow made it
possible.  Carl, you keep us on our toes!  This sermon was given on September 2, and is
entitled “The Crows and Us.”  The readings of the day were James 1:17-27 and Mark 10:
8, 14-15, 21-23.  Kate

I was sitting in prayer on the sofa at my
Mom’s house very early Wednesday morning when
I heard an explosion of crow racket outside.  They
were screeching and cawing like crazy.  Something
must have  invaded their space, an owl or a hawk,
and they responded as crows do – with an enormous
amount of noise.  It went on and on and on.  And
just as I was beginning to get annoyed at the
interruption of my silence, I realized – they can’t
help it.  When crows perceive a threat in their
environment, something in their DNA triggers and
they are at the mercy of their own biological
instincts.  They do not choose this response, it
erupts in them.

So, I sat and listened.  At one point, it went
suddenly silent.  About ten seconds later, it started
all up again.  I wondered if the break was caused by
a momentary removal of the threat, or were the poor
birds just exhausted?  Can you imagine what it must
be like to be so out of control of your own body that
at any instance of perceived threat, some kind of
switch would be tripped and you just started
screaming and couldn’t stop?

And then the thought came to me…yes, I
do…I do know what it is like.  Some years ago, I
became acquainted with panic attacks.  One minute
I was resting in a relatively quiet state and the next
my body revved up as if I was suddenly being
chased by a grizzly bear – heart pounding, shallow
breathing, muscles tightening, deep and instant fear. 
It was not at all pleasant.  And just like the poor
crows who squawked until they could squawk no
more, my body stayed in this state of emergency
until it left me exhausted and spent.

Why do I tell you all of this?  Well, first of
all I have learned that when something interrupts
my prayer, I am being asked to pay attention.  I
used to fight these kinds of intrusions, trying to
keep focused, until I realized that, essentially,
prayer is about developing the ability to attend
deeply, to hear clearly, to allow something

unexpected to happen in our hearts.  Prayer breaks
open our agendas, just as the crows broke into my
silence.  I had a choice.  Either I could fight the
noise, becoming more frustrated as it continued, or I
could accept and attend to it.  Bring it to my prayer. 
Make it a part.  See how God may speaking to me
through it.  Yes, perhaps even through the caw of
the crow.

Secondly, I realized that after this noisy
interlude, I read the verses from James with
different eyes.  Full disclosure – I’ve not really been
a great fan of the letter of James, which is odd.  It
has been called a very “catholic” book, and you
would think I would resonate with its emphasis on
good works over the emphasis on faith.  “Be doers
of the Word!”  James cries.  “Doers and not merely
hearers.”  Yes, the activist in me wants to proclaim. 
For years a quote from Oliver Wendell Holmes
hung in my study.  It read: “Life is action and
passion:  It is required of us that we should share
the passion and action of our time at peril of being
judged not to have lived.”

But I have become wary of the
instantaneous call to action.  Now, while we
certainly must act our faith, relieve suffering
address injustice, I have seen great pain caused by a
rush to respond to threat.  Panic attacks aside, we
need not be set into instant motion by our fears.  We
must take the time, enter the prayer that it requires
to transform the threat within our hearts before we
act it out on the world, adding to the trauma of our
time.

But, back to James.  With the crows crying
in my ears, I contemplated these words:  “God gave
us birth by the word of truth, so that we would
become a kind of first fruits of his creatures.  You
must understand this, my beloved:  let everyone be
quick to listen, slow to speak, slow to anger; for
your anger does not produce God’s
righteousness…”  This made sense to me – human
beings are the first fruits of God’s creatures, we are



made in God’s image, not simply because we
reason, or love, or co-create, things I have
understood before, but because of our ability to
listen, to measure our speech and our actions.  We
are not at the mercy of our biology.  Our ability to
respond to and transform a situation begins with a
deep and profound listening. 

The crows cannot do this.  A change in their
environment sets off a firestorm.  We, however,
can.  And this act, which may appear passive, is
actually one of the most miraculous abilities we
have.  To listen is not merely to hear, but to process
sound into meaning and to chew on that meaning
until something new emerges.  This is a creative
act.  In the act of listening, things are changed –
within the speaker and the listener.  An exchange
takes place that actually affects the environment,
removes threat, and deepens compassion. 
Theologian Nelle Morton used to say “We listen
one another into speech.”  In other words, our
listening is an act of birthing, inviting the speaker
into more and more being.  Perhaps we listen one
another into action as well, the kind of action that
will not add to violence and trauma, but will come
from a deeper, more wisdom-centered place,
leading to different possibilities for life.

Joel and I just returned from a two week
vacation, driving to Connecticut and Wisconsin to
visit family.  It was fun, hectic, and crazy.  But, in
the middle of it, for two days I went to visit my
friend Julie.  Those two days changed me.  Because
as I walked into Julie’s house, there was a quality of
peace and a depth of silence there that is rare in
these times.  It invites listening.  Listening to
oneself.  Listening to each other.  Listening for the
whispers of God.  As I told some dear friends upon
our return, being there for those two short days
renewed my sense of possibility.  Before going, I
was in danger of losing it.  When you run too fast
for deep listening, it is devastating to the human
soul. 

Is not God the great listener?  Think about
it.  Aren’t we always throwing our cares, our
worries, our pain upon the infinite ear of God? 
And in this exchange, speaking, listening, to both

God and ourselves, things change.  We change.  I
am not the same person now that I was when I first
heard the crows call.  For in that moment, I was a
frustrated person trying to pray.  But, upon
listening, I became less reactive.  I felt differently
about them.  And I doubt I will hear them again
without exercising the ability to stop, breathe, and
listen.  And when the occasional panic attack
comes, I will think about the crows, and see what
happens!

We must never underestimate the power of
listening.  It is a most godly attribute.  Should all of
us work to deepen this ability, before reacting to
anything, our community would be transformed in
amazing ways.  Should our world leaders and
politicians begin to listen more prayerfully, our
whole discourse would inevitably change. 
Wouldn’t that be a relief?  And when the
conversation changes, when our words come from a
place of attentive listening, the actions that follow,
that must follow, will transform discordance into
harmony.  

So, remember we are not crows.  But, we
can listen to them.  We can listen to every creature. 
We can listen to all being.  In the listening,
possibility is born and souls are nurtured.  In the
listening, we embody the image of God.  Amen.    
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